Rice and MFAH: Present at the Creation
James Chi/Iman, Art Scene Catalyst
The 2014 Summer/Fall issue of The Cornerstone followed the life and career of
William Ward Watkin who arrived at Rice in 1909 to supervise the construction
of the first buildings on campus and stayed on to found the Department of
Architecture. Mention was made of James Chillman whom Watkin hired in
1916 as an instructor of architecture. This issue will fill out the details of James
Chillman's subsequent contributions to Rice and Houston's Museum of
Fine Arts.

Early Years
In August of 1916, Watkin received a telegram from Francis Xavier Keally who
had been a member of the Rice architecture faculty for one year saying that he
did not intend to return the following academic year. Watkin and Chillman had
both studied at different times under Paul Phillipe Cret at the University of
Pennsylvania, and the head of the architecture department, William P. Laird,
had recommended Chillman to Watkin, who duly appointed him to the vacant
Rice position.
Chillman, known affectionately as "Jimmy, " was born in Philadelphia on
Christmas Eve, 1891. He attended the University of Pennsylvania on scholarship
(as had Watkin) receiving his BS in architecture in 1913 and his MS in 191 4
after which he served as instructor of drawing for two years. Concurrently, he
continued his studies at the Pennsylvania Academy of Art and spent his early
vacations painting watercolors in Lehigh County.
Chillman traveled to
Houston on the "Sunshine
Special" of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad and moved
into a room in old South Hall
(now Will Rice College). The
Rice Architecture Department was very small at the
time: three graduate students,
eight seniors, fifteen juniors,
twenty sophomores, and
twenty freshmen. For the first
fifty years, art instruction at
Rice was an adjunct to
architecture. Those who
wanted to pursue art in its
purist form went somewhere
else to study. Chillman taught Drawing ofWatkins scul pture with his students
the earliest classes in
bowing to him.
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Dr. James H . Chill man, Jr., standing outside
with Mechanical Lab in the background

architectural rendering and the
department emphasized design rather
than construction.
Over the years the friendship
between Watkin and Chillman would
deepen, and their shared dedication to
excellence would bear fruit at Rice.
Together they produced Rice
architectural graduates who would
leave their mark on Houston and other
parts of the country.
During the First World War,
problems caused by the number of
faculty in the military or government
service became significant. For a while
in 1918 it looked like Watkin might be
the only member of the architectural
faculty left, but at the end of the
summer, President Lovett found it
necessary to file a formal request for the
deferment ofJames H. Chillman. The
basis of the petition was that Chillman
would be teaching enrollees in the

Student Army Corps unit at Rice as
one of the remaining faculty already
decimated by the departure of 26 men on various wartime assignments. The
request was granted. With Chillman back on campus, he and Watkin were able
to cover the classes, studio work, and project assignments in the
Architecture Department.

At the conclusion of World War I, Chillman won a
coveted fellowship at the prestigious American Academy in
Rome. In 1919 he began his study with a Furnham
Fellowship in architecture.
While in Rome, he determined that one segment of
the Villa of Hadrian, traditionally believed to be a temple,
was, in fact, a garden house. He also discovered that
because of "haste, indifference, or expediency" the garden
house's northern and southern walls were not parallel.
In 1923, after more than three years of study in Rome,
Chillman returned to Rice as an assistant professor of
architecture. Mrs. Chillman, the former Dorothy Dawes,
came with him. She herself was interested in interior
design, having served on the faculty of the Parson's School
of Fine and Applied Arts. In later years, she would become
a close friend and advisor to Ima Hogg, and upon Mrs.
Chillman's death, Miss Hogg would make a gift to Bayou
Bend of the Dorothy Dawes Chillman Suite furnished in
American Empire Style.

James Ch illman at Palazzo Farnese in Caprarola, 1920

An Art Museum for Houston
While Chillman was in Europe, the longing for an art
museum by Houston's cultural leadership grew. Between
1900 and 1925, the number of museums in the United
States increased dramatically. These new institutions were
often organized by ordinary citizens interested in engaging
the public in the arts. They were an outgrowth of the
Progressive Reform Movement led by social reformers who

believed that urban beautification and the study of art and
music would have a stabilizing effect on American social
structure that had been buffeted by, among other things,
waves of immigration.
The Rice faculty provided the intellectual energy that,
combined with the progressive elements in Houston's
business and professional community, infused local cultural
activities with a new sense of possibility. The merger of
public-spirited women, local businesses, professional
experts, and university educators led to the acquisition of a
site for the museum.
The Houston Public School Art League, the
predecessor of the Museum of Fine Arts, had provided 138
reproductions of art works to the schools between 1900
and 1913. As a natural progression, this league began to see
the need for a permanent facility. In 1916, oil operator J. S.
Cullinan, who had developed the residential enclave of
Shadyside just north of the Rice campus, brought a
coalition of civic leaders into negotiations with the George
Hermann estate for a two-acre triangular piece of land
bordered by Montrose, Main Street, and Bissonnet. In
August of that year the Hermann estate donated one acre
with the stipulation that a museum costing at least
$20,000 would be built within ten years. The Cullinans
provided $3,300 to buy the remaining acre of property.
The Art League dedicated the site on April 12, 191 7, with
a pedestal designed by William Ward Watkin. However,
the United States' entry into World War I delayed
immediate development for years.
Then, in 1918, the Art League had received a bequest
from George M. Dickson, a Houston pioneer. This
collection of paintings and sculpture from Dickson formed
the basis of the museum's permanent collection. The
gradual and continuing building of the collection was
made at first through actual purchases made possible by
groups of citizens and then, more and more, through gifts
like the early Annette Finnegan Collection, valued at
$15 ,000. Over a period of years, further donations gave the
museum many rare treasures of Egyptian and Greek
antiquity, fine Persian pieces, and an unusual collection of
textiles and lace.
In 1920, plans began for constructing the actual
building. William Ward Watkin received the commission
to design the museum, the first public building that he
designed on his own. He conceived of the building as a
whole but planned it so that it could be built in units.
A fund drive was launched in the spring of 1922 to
raise $200,000. Approximately $80,000 in pledges was
secured before the drive began to falter. Will Hogg, who
had abruptly rejected a request from Susan Vaughn
Clayton for an additional donation, volunteered to take
charge of the emergency funding, thereby making amends
for his rude behavior. He secured 31 pledges totalling

so modest that it was basically an
honorarium. The entire staff consisted of
H Ofl . lofl A rt .ll fl Sf' tun
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Chillman, a receptionist, and a janitor.
The Museum of Fine Arts opened in
1924 with a $150,000 building and a
collection, consisting of 30 pieces, valued
at $50,000.
From the start, Chillman had
ambitious plans for programs: specialized
classes in art study, public lectures to
"foster appreciation of art and
understanding" of pieces in the museum,
itinerary lectures for Houstonians
planning to visit art centers in the United
States and abroad, and courses in arts and
crafts and interior design. There were also
plans for a weekly story hour for
children, tours for school children, and
certain periods each week set aside for art
students to copy museum pieces. He saw
the museum filling the role in
establishing a cultural presence within the
community. In a 1924 address, he
proclaimed this temple of art to be a
democratic institution for a legitimate
role in the life of Houston: "This
museum of ours is for all the people, not
to amuse the few of wealth and
education, but for those who have little
beauty surrounding them in
everyday life. "
When the museum opened, Time
magazine reported that 10,000 people
came and wore the varnish off the Roars.
However, after that excitement dissipated
and only 20,000 visited the rest of the
year, Chillman knew he had a big job
ahead: transforming the museum from a
Master Plan, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
one-day novelty to a permanent addition
to the Houston cultural life. Nevertheless,
$5,000 plus donations from Mr. and Mrs. William
when the museum opened, Houston did achieve a certain
Clayton ($25,000) and Mr. and Mrs.]. S. Cullinan
level of respectability as a regional art center joining San
($20,000) in addition to his own pledge of $30,000.
Antonio and Dallas as centers of artistic activity in Texas. It
By early fall of 1922, Watkin drastically reduced what
was the first art museum in the state and the third in the
was to have been the first phase of construction, paring the
South at a time when Houston was the third largest city in
plan down to the central block alone.
Texas with a population of 138,000.
Chillman's early duties included unpacking and
In February of 1923, ground was broken for the first
unit of the museum. Given the strong ties between the Art
hanging pictures; regulating the use of the museum by the
League and Rice, it was fitting that James Chillman was
public; handling publicity, cataloguing, and
asked to be the first director in 1924. He would divide his
correspondence; attracting new members; purchasing;
time between teaching at Rice in the morning and
accounting; paying bills; buying insurance; selling
administering the museum in the afternoon. His salary was
catalogues and postcards; and arranging art classes.

Art Tours
In addition to his other responsibilities, Chillman also lectured
on art at the University of Pennsylvania during the summers of
1925 through 1929. In 1929 he had a visit from H. H. Powers,
head of the Bureau of University Travel of Boston, who wanted
him to lead trips abroad. He agreed and directed tours for the
Bureau between 1930 and 1955, with a hiatus during World
War II, guiding hundreds of travelers through art galleries,
churches, and other sites. He said, "Most of the travelers were
women who had received a study trip to Europe as a gift." He
would start his lectures on the history of European art aboard
the ships crossing the Atlantic. He also conducted several trips
to Mexico.

Growing Pains and the Great Depression
After the completion of the second phase of the museum in
1926, there followed a 25-year period of momentous change.
The dislocations caused by the Great Depression and the
Second World War affected the museum. Through these
decades of change, Chillman continued to serve as Director.
The Depression saw diminished support for the museum, and
Dr. James H. Chillman, Jr.
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The architectural plan for the MuseUdl of Fine Arts is said to be above
criticism. The director ia James Cbillman Jr ln•tructor in architecture
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Houst.on childr~n to the museum building for art classes, for. the pleasure
of 11e~1ng the pictures and other objects of art, and f~r lc1rn1ng the i,ractlcal war.s in whlch a knowledge of art may be applied to every occupatioJl in ltfo!

The Museum of Fine Arts opened on a modest scale in the
Greek neo-classical style.

Chillman sacrificed his meager salary to keep the museum
going. Even though hard times eroded the financial
support, Chillman's skill allowed it and the museum school
to continue to function. Volunteers like members of the
Tuesday Musical Club, the Garden Club of Houston, and
the Junior League assumed responsibility for various facets
of museum programs.
The bequest from George Dickson's estate and the gifts
from Annette Finnegan were followed in the late thirties
and early forties by several donations from Ima Hogg
including 100-plus works on paper, an important
acquisition of modern European art, and 482 pieces of
Indian art from the American Southwest. In addition, she
gave 65 paintings by Frederic Remington in memory of her
brothers Will and Mike Hogg.
During the thirties new technology was changing the
way museums were designed. The development of highwatt incandescent lights and long-life, low-heat fluorescent
lights made feasible the total exclusion of daylight from the
galleries. Also significant, especially in Houston, was the
advent of central air conditioning. The trend toward
internal flexibility and traveling exhibitions became more
common. The relationship of curatorial and preparation
spaces to exhibit spaces and the need for the ability to
expand became important. There was a market for such
amenities as lounges, restaurants, and retail spaces for
catalogues and post cards.
Art was finally catching on with many Houstonians,
especially with people like Jesse Jones who was a good
friend of Chillman. Jones knew Percy S. Straus, the head of
Macy's, who was interested in bequeathing his extensive art
collection to a museum outside of New York City. Jones
convinced Chillman to accompany him to New York to

approach the Strauses. They met at the Waldorf Astoria
and took a taxi to the Straus's apartment at 300 Park
Avenue. Chillman was impressed with their collection and,
in 1941, the Strauses made the decision to leave it to
Houston. This gift, transferred just after the end of World
War II and consisting of 87 works, finally gave the
Museum of Fine Arts major status in the art world.
As early as 1938-39, Chillman was calling attention to
the inadequate space that the museum afforded for its
expanding activities and collections. He reiterated the
pressing need for expansion in 1939-40 and again in
1943-44. Despite the setbacks during the Depression, the
museum did undergo some alterations and improvements
during the thirties. The most significant at the time
involved the grounds. In 1936, the landscape architect
Ruth London prepared plans for the Point, the tip of the
triangle where Main Street and Montrose meet. The garden
improvements were sponsored by the Garden Club of
Houston and consisted of a limestone balustrade with
carved stylized relief panels by William McVey.
Incorporated into the design was a bench designed by
William Ward Watkin.
Mrs. Niels Esperson donated the sculpture by Paul
Manship, Hercules Upholding the Heavens, which was
installed north of the balustrade. The last improvement
before the Second World War involved replacing the sloped
turf embankment in front of the museum with a low
limestone parapet.

Expansion and a New Director
In the fall of 1941, the board of trustees authorized studies
for an extension of the building to contain the museum
school which would then free existing space in the Main
Street wing for galleries. World War II curtailed this effort,
but the museum was definitely confronting commitments
that it was obligated to honor. Because the collection that
Ima Hogg presented was conveyed with the understanding
that proper space would be provided to exhibit it, the
anticipated acquisition of the Straus collection made
expansion imperative.
Chillman suggested constructing temporary quarters
for the museum school in the courtyard. In 1944 the
trustees authorized the president to offer $60,000 to buy
the Cullinan estate in Shadyside with the funds provided
by an anonymous donor for additional gallery space and
two outbuildings for the museum school. It is safe to
assume that other residents of Shadyside were unwilling to
exempt the Cullinan property from the covenants
restricting ownership to single family residences; although,
as late as 1948, the City of Houston Parks and Recreation
Department had consulting architects produce schematic
plans for a "Cultural Center" across Montrose from the

presented a plan that departed radically from
William Ward Watkin's master plan
developed 30 years earlier. Franzheim's plan
was not adopted, but it reflected the
profound changes that had affected the
museum design since the twenties.
The trustees ultimately decided chat
Franzheim would design only the Blaffer
wing, which was a modest expansion of the
existing Main Street wing. This wing
contained new quarters for the museum
school, a mechanical room for the air
conditioning, and the Blaffer Room taking
up the entire second floor measuring 29 feet
by 46 feet. By the late spring, the former
museum school painting studio on the
second floor of the Main Street wing and
cloister passageways adjoining it were
remodeled to contain the Kress Collection.
In 1952, plans to remodel what are now
called the Sterling Galleries were begun when
Two new wings w ere added to the museum in 1926.W ith the second phase
Mrs. William Stamps Farish provided funds
com pleted, Ch il lman hung a large exhibit of contemporary A meri can paintings
for the interior remodeling, and Carroll
from the Grand Central Galleries in NewYork.This exhi bit attracted
Sterling Masterson consented to use the
75 ,000 visitors.
funds from the sale of her former home
(given in 1946) for structural repairs to the
museum, an idea that was purely speculative since the
Main Street wing.
The inauguration of the Robert Lee Blaffer Wing and
property had been occupied by Governor and Mrs.
the Sterling Galleries in October of 1953 marked an
William P. Hobby since 1946.
important milestone for the museum. The trustees hired
The board minutes refer to expansion plans in the
Lee H. B. Malone, the former director of the Columbus
spring of 1949. Architect J. T. Rather was appointed to
Gallery of Fine Arts to become the museum's first full-time
chair a committee to examine the feasibility of expanding
director. When James Chillman retired, the museum's
and remodeling the museum. At the time, he raised the
question about whether they should commit to the present
location and suggested looking at alternate sites. The
trustees obviously decided chat the current location was the
most desirable. Architectural historian Stephen Fox says
chat "Main Street in 1949 was at its height. The
development of the Texas Medical Center and the
Shamrock Hotel must have seemed to confirm the Art
League's prescience in selecting this property at what had
been the city's edge 32 years before. "
Between 1949 and 1950, the board minutes disclosed
chat the courtyard was to be enclosed with new
construction to contain the museum school. The
knowledge that the museum would receive works from the
Kress Collection added to the pressure. There was a
precondition that the gallery space would be fully air
conditioned.
In early spring 1952, the museum received a gift from
D r. James H . Chi IIman looking at pai nti ng M adame Cezanne en
bleu which was acquired by t he MFA H duri ng his tenure.
Camilla Davis and John H. Blaffer to finance construction
of the Main Street wing in memory of Mr. Blaffer's father
Robert Lee Blaffer. In 1952, architect Kenneth Franzheim

collection was valued at more than $3.5 million. He would return as interim
director in 1959-61.
Chillman's own field was Renaissance art, but he also appreciated rwentiethcentury works. During his 29 years as director of the Museum of Fine Arts, he
collected works by, among others, Fra Angelico, Bellini, Rembrandt, Cezanne,
Renoir, John Singer Sargent, and Frederic Remington.
In 1961, in his 70th year, Rice appointed Chillman Trustee Distinguished
Professor of Fine Arts. During the 1962 Semi-Centennial at Rice, he was awarded
the university's Gold Medal for his "long service as a scholar and teacher, wise and
influential counselor in the development of art and architecture in our community,
perceptive interpreter of ancient and modern culture." He died in 1972, and his
memory was honored with an anonymous gift to the Museum of Fine Arts of a
rare fifteenth-century panel, a characteristic detailed narrative of the Crucifixion
from northern Europe.
Today the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, is one of the largest art museums in
the United States with a collection of roughly 64,000 works, the largest and most
diverse in the Southwest, spanning more than 6,000 years.
Jimmy Chillman at Cohen House
near the bas relief sculpture done of
him by former student Will iam
McVey (at left)

James (hillman Reflects upon Art
The following essay was found in a file containing miscellaneous information about Chillman. The publication in which it
appeared is not identified, but it was possibly something published by the Kiwanis Club. Chillman prefaces his remarks by saying
"Someone, probably not quite in his right mind after a long, trying summer, asked me to write an article upon art. "
All punctuation remains as in the original.
Art is as a young man-but no younger. It is created by
man in his effort to understand and define the laws of his
universe and his relation to that universe. Made by man it
in turn sustains him. It appears as soon as man becomes
dissatisfied with untamed nature and seeks to bend it to his
will. It becomes a symbol of his domination of the earth, a
tangible evidence of that secret sense of importance
without which life would become intolerable.
Art becomes the index of man's civilization, the
measure of the completeness of his life; with it he
writes his record indelibly and inevitably. Of all of his
hopes, his aspirations or his accomplishments, it alone has
more than fleeting existence, it alone bears witness of the
smallness of his nature or the greatness of his spirit.
Springing from man's perception of the fundamental
order of his universe, his attempt to identify his relation to
it, and to define its laws, arr is concerned with order.
Disordered or chaotic art is bad art or better still it is not
art at all. The same impulse that produced the Parthenon
motivates John Doe to cut his lawn and trim his hedges.
To claim no interest in art would be to admit that it made
no difference whether one lived in a sty or a home.
On the other hand, Art and Beauty are not
synonymous. Each may exist without the other.

The glory of the sunset, the charm of the blossom, they
are not art. Only when Beauty is created by man does it
become Art. Created-not imitated. Illusion-"the
holding of the mirror up to nature" -has long clouded
our vision. Art is man's improvement upon nature, his
explanation of nature's beauty, perhaps, but not a feeble
copying of nature.
Art-man, man-art, the two are coexistent. There
lies Art's importance. Art is man's environment which he
himself has built and which in turn builds him and builds
his sons. The quality of his life will be measured and
explained in the quality of his building. Art is as young as
man but no younger.
All of this which goes to show that what we call art
and what we may call man's sense of right living have
much in common; so that an art center, a museum of
art if you will, becomes to a city not a social grace, but
a fundamental need, taking its place beside scholars as
one of those potent tonics for the mind and soul of the
community. Someone once said that nature made
Houston rich, but only the arts could make her great.
I think so, do you?

Art is Fun: A Radio -Program
During James Chillman's tenure as
Director of the Museum of Fine Arts in
Houston, he broadcast several radio
programs to promote the arts. The
following excerpt is from the "Art is
Fun" series that ran between April,
1943, and February, 1950. Other series
included "Look and Listen," "Art and
Music," and "Art Techniques." These
programs were broadcast at various
times on KTRH, KPRC, and KTHT.

Transcription:
Art is Fun Sun. Nov. 27 1:15 p.m.
Good afternoon, everyone. Last weekfor part of the program at least, I was
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speaking about the exhibit of members of
the Art League of Houston now on view in
the exhibition hall of the Fondren Library of
the Rice Institute. What I had to say was
not so much addressed to the artists or the
pictures, but was to call attention once
again to the fun of participation in some
form of the arts, and the additional
pleasure of working with others who want
to join the fun and so exchange ideas as
well as technical methods-and
art philosophy.
Then on picking up the current issue of Time I was interested to find in the section headed "Art" a review of a recent
book by Selden Rodman titled The Eye of Man which according to Time is one of the most provocative art books in
years. Mr. Rodman's main theme seems to be a discussion of the long, long battle between two great factions in
painting and sculpture. These are called FORM and CONTENT or as Bernard Berenson put it many years agoDecoration and Illustration. Content is perhaps a better word than illustration ...
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A Lecture by James (hillman, Jr. on Rice Architecture
Given February 20, 1963, in the Alumni Distinguished Scholar Lecture Series

We will be dealing with architecture-with buildings and
parts of buildings not with the idea of expanding
architectural theory or developing an architectural
philosophy, but rather to show in a small measure the
creative forces and historic styles which perhaps inspired
the earlier buildings on the Rice campus.
These styles influenced, but did not inhibit the designs
of later buildings.The buildings and parts of buildings
discussed are not, specifically, the ones from which the Rice
building[s] derive.
Rather, they [the styles] are samplings from the rich
field of the middle ages in Italy and lands to both the east
and west, which may serve as illustrations of the
architectural heritage of Rice.
I read in a campus publication recently that "The
predominant architecture of the Rice campus is Italian
Renaissance." Now the architecture on the Rice campus is
United States 20th Century, though we know what the
writer meant by his statement. He meant that the
architectural forms and details were derived from, or were
inspired by, the Italian Renaissance.
But with this assertion, I think most of us
would disagree.
It is true that the horizontal lines of Anderson Hall,
Rayzor Hall, and the Abercrombie Laboratory, and in the
regular fenestration of the west side of Fondren Library,
one might find a trace of influence from the Renaissance in
Italy, but I can imagine Ralph Adams Cram, the
university's first architect-thorough medievalist that he
was-rapidly turning over in his grave if one called the
architecture of Lovett Hall Italian Renaissance in style.
The statement that Rice campus architecture is United
States 20th Century needs some qualification. In the first
place, those buildings built before the Faculty Club, or
Cohen House, as well as those built after, are not copies of
other existing buildings either past or present.
I mention Cohen House specifically because it was the
last of the older buildings of the campus and the break
between its completion and the building of Fondren
Library was a relatively long one. During that break, the
architectural point of view underwent a definite change.
The effect of that change we can see in the more recent
buildings of the campus.
But as for the older buildings-built within the first
30 years of this century-each one took complete
cognizance of its functional purpose as well as the climate
and environment in which it was placed.

The first buildings were erected before the days of air
conditioning, and Lovett Hall, the Physics Building, and
the Old Mechanical Laboratory were for the most part
built only one room thick and oriented to take advantage
of cross ventilation afforded by the famous Gulf breeze.
Even the old dormitories-now colleges-where one-room
thickness was not always possible, had the breeze
augmented by ceiling fans. This one-room thickness is the
reason, before modern remodeling, for the lack of interior
corridors and the use of three or four entrances and
stair wells.
But when it came to the decorative details, and in
some cases the larger aspects of the facades, the initial
buildings did look to the past for precedent and decorative
inspiration.
The imitating of styles of the past is not traditionalit is archaeology. The tradition of architecture, to which we
have returned, is to build each day in the manner of that
day. Each day, each age sets its own style based on human
needs. Strange as it may seem, that is exactly what
motivated the designers of the first buildings on
the campus.
The modern point of view in 1910 was to choose a
historic style to serve as a general guide to design.
The Boston firm of Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson
was chosen in 1909 to serve as the architect for the

P,acli arcliitect liad tlie foresig lit, tlie taste,
and tlie wisdom to continue tlie use of tlie
same genera( sclieme of co(or and simifar
e~ema( materials. crliis is wliat gives tlie
<R..jce campus its strong sense of unity.
campus. The firm was headed by that arch medievalist and
exponent of the Gothic style, Ralph Adams Cram.
Mr. Cram came to Houston to acquaint himself with
the site of the proposed buildings, and one look at the flat
and slightly swampy prairie which was to become the
future campus conyinced him that it was no place for his
specialty-Collegiate Gothic.
The towers of Oxford were not appropriate to the Gulf
Coast. The French and Spanish flavored style of New
Orleans and the east Gulf Coast was thought too local.

What was being sought was a style which might be
considered to have an international flavor.
Finally the aspects of the land and the sky of the Gulf
Coast must have had their effect, and the similarity [was]
noted between the region about Houston and the shores of
the Adriatic dominated by the city of Venice.-- and I am
sure that before Rice's 300-odd acres were drained the
analogy was well taken.
In the region around Venice and along the shores of
the Adriatic had developed in the Middle Ages a style both
indigenous and borrowed. It was a mixture of influences
from a number of sources. And like most mixtures, [it]
developed an entity of its own.
Basically Byzantine, it had many features of the Italian
Romanesque and later a good sprinkling of what we have
come to call Italian Gothic, and when this is seen in Venice
it is called Venetian Gothic.
But the basic style is seen on both sides of the Adriatic,
with its roots in Istanbul-then Constantinople-the
Balkans, and Greece. Its influence spread widely westward
throughout the great valley of the Po and its brother
rivers-the region we have come to know as the Plain of
Lombardy.
To give the style a specific name is rather difficult,
perhaps ltalio-Byzo-Romanesque would be the best, but of
its medieval nature there can be no doubt. This suited
medievalist Ralph Adams Cram.
So we have seen an adopted and adapted bit of the
Adriatic shores grow up on the shores of the Gulf of
Mexico.
But what of the more recent buildings of the
campus-the Science Building, the new colleges, the
stadium, and Hamman Hall-how do they fit in?
Sometime late in the "Roaring Twenties," about the
time of the Great Depression and perhaps because of it,
leading architects began to get back to the true tradition of
architecture. They stopped trying to adapt historic forms to
contemporary conditions and stopped trying to mold
contemporary needs into historic forms.
Now a building was built to accommodate 20th
Century Life, not in terms of the 13th century, but in
terms of the 20th.
When the Van der Graf Building was added to the
Physics Group, no need was felt to make it look like a
medieval castle tower. When the stadium was constructed,
it did not imitate the Colosseum at Rome. A smoke stack
could be a smoke stack not the ghost of a medieval
bell tower.
But the Vitruvian law holds true-utility as
convenience, stability as permanence, and delight
as beauty.

Name one Rice building that does not meet these
requirements-well there may be one that does not
measure up-but I'll not mention it. It makes me proud
when I think that all of the buildings built after Cohen
House (except for the one that doesn't quite measure up)
were designed by architects who are graduates of Rice's
own Department of Architecture, or by firms, members of
which are graduates of the Department of Architecture at
Rice. Even the latest additions to the Cohen House were
designed by Rice alumni.
All of them have for the Alma "Pater" the late William
Ward Watkin, Cram's representative in the construction of
the original buildings, the designer of the Chemistry
Laboratory and the old Cohen House, and the first
Chairman of the Department of Architecture.
Perhaps the ideas of these architect-alumni might be
called the prototypes of the newer buildings. Each architect
had the foresight, the taste, and the wisdom to continue
the use of the same general scheme of color and similar
external materials. This is what gives the Rice campus its
strong sense of unity. The buildings built over a 50-year
period, under rapidly changing conditions and
architectural philosophies, do not conflict with each other,
rather, they complement each other.

As part of its mission, the Rice Historical Society supports the university archives, the
Woodson Research Center, through its collecting and preserving for the future the
history of Rice University. The RHS Board recently approved a contribution of $20,000 to
Woodson for its projects. So far, this contribution has funded a SS-inch flat screen display
and laptop with wireless keyboard for presentations in the Center; child-size mannequins
for display of historical campus-related clothing; and locking, humidity-controlled display
cases to showcase historical campus artifacts. Come by the Woodson Research Center to
view these improvements and watch this space for reports of other key purchases made
possible by the RHS gift.

Did you know that the Rice Historical Society has a Facebook page?
Go there for the latest news and photos of recent events submitted by our
members. If you have some photos to share, please send them to our
former board member Sandy Benak, who manages the RHS Facebook page.
Her email address is SBenak@GraniteProp.com.
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Saoe~date!
Sunday, December 13, 2015
3:00-6:00 p.m.
Look for an invitation coming soon
to your mailbox!

